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hIstOry Of CALLIOPE 
Calliope,pronounced Kuh-Lie-Oh-Pea, is named for the muse of heroic poetry 
in Greek mythology and is Pacific’s student literary and arts journal. First published 
in the spring of 1970, Calliope has since woven itself into Pacific’s literary and art 
fabric. It features original art, poetry, prose, fiction, and essays created by Pacific’s 
students and juried by the student editorial staff for final publication.
Previous literary publications that served as inspiration for Calliope were The Pharos,  
an annual published from 1893–1912 and The Hieroglyph from 1931–1933.  
The cover of the first issue of Calliope is the only one not illustrated with artwork  
produced by a Pacific student, instead featuring a copy of an illustration by  
Art Nouveau artist, Alphonse Mucha. This year’s cover was inspired by Mucha’s  
muse, reinterpreted to acknowledge the past, relate to the present, and to suggest  
the limitless boundaries of the future. 
Some issues have focused exclusively on specific genres such as fiction or poetry or 
were designed around a theme. The 2009, 2010, 2011, and 2012 editions received 
national attention by winning Apex Awards for Publication Excellence.
Calliope continues as a vehicle of self-expression and creativity for Pacific  
students, and each issue reflects the talent of the students who contribute to it.  
Financial support comes from the Humanities Division within the College 
of the Pacific and we all benefit from this continued generosity.
LEttEr frOm thE vIsuAL EDItOrs
Dana Shiroma & Sheng Moua
Our successes, failures, memories, fears, dreams, friendships, and relationships—
whether in the past, present, or future— are synchronistic. Often the relationship 
between events in our lives cannot be explained by cause and effect, but yet the 
outcome appears to be planned. This synchronicity happens when unrelated events are 
experienced as occurring together; it is what we observe as a meaningful coincidence. 
This issue of Calliope is not just a coincidence, but also an opportunity for us as artists 
and writers. None of these works were created in collaboration or planned specifically 
to fit together in this book, but have somehow collided here to be connected together. 
Through the thoughtful and evocative literature and beautifully created artworks 
of the students at the University of the Pacific, we have achieved and documented 
the experience of synchronicity. We invite you to participate in this unique encounter, 
to connect yourself to this volume in the same way that these works have related 
to each other, through synchronicity.
LEttEr frOm thE LItErAry EDItOr
Danielle Procope
Art is miraculous. It is bold. It is stimulating. It has the potential to bring us to an 
unparalleled understanding of ourselves. This year’s Calliope evinces all of this by 
showcasing the creative work of Pacific students. Their work demonstrates a 
commitment to discovering the self and the world through the medium of visual 
and written art. 
I have been privileged to serve as Calliope’s literary editor for the past two years. 
I have witnessed firsthand Pacific’s commitment to creativity and ingenuity. 
This commitment is unwavering. It is the responsibility of the editorial team 
to rise to the occasion every year to create a version of Calliope that is deserving 
of the quality of work we receive. I feel confident in saying that we have succeeded 
in this endeavor. 
This year Calliope’s theme is synchronicity. It is the idea that many unrelated and 
uncorrelated events can be threaded together to create a common meaning. 
Calliope showcases the independent and unique voices of a plethora of Pacific 
students. These students are diverse in terms of their areas of study, their geographical 
origins, their cultural backgrounds, and many other factors. Yet, their work comes 
together to demonstrate the vitality and breadth of Pacific. 
This is the spirit of Calliope and I am thankful to have been involved in the process. 
“As wE ArE”
Becca Wyant, 2012 Visual Arts Editor
As We Are is a photography book that expresses the identities of sixteen 
competitive swimmers and who they are, in and out of the pool. Swimming 
is a sport of dedication, passion, and focus, but it does not mean that we should 
be labeled by swimming, and solely as “swimmers.” And though this is how 
we are all connected, it does not define us, for we live for so much more.
Through the series of photographs that I produced of these unique athletes 
I was able to return to one of my greatest passions: portrait photography. 
People will always be the more fascinating thing to me, and the ability to 
capture someone’s story has always been the most rewarding. I know this is 
the direction I want to pursue and I hope to look for the chance to continue 
this and share my love for photography, for telling stories, and making memories.
“LIfE”
Victor Inzunza, 2011 Literary Editor
 I spent most of my senior year wondering whether or not I should apply to 
graduate school or get a job. Struck by some confusion as to what I should do next 
and feeling sapped from having worked and studied so vigorously,  I finally decided 
to take a year off. I thought that working and writing would give me the answer 
I needed. Did I really want to begin a Ph.D. program? Should I apply to MFA 
programs in writing? Should I just get a job?
 It seemed to me that most of the practical concerns were what troubled me 
the most. Like finding a job and making some real money. The idea of finding 
a career seemed to be pulling me forward at a rate I wasn’t comfortable with. 
 But the time I took off taught me a lot about myself. I learned that planning 
your future really takes the fun out of it. Besides, the job market being what it is, 
I had a difficult time finding a “real” job after graduating. The more and more 
I searched for that job that would establish me as a productive member of society, 
the more I felt that I really wasn’t doing what I wanted. 
 I wanted to write. I spent this time after graduation reading, writing, and 
living in the world. Despite the fact that there’s so much uncertainty involved in 
anything we do, I finally did make a decision to apply to a few MFA programs. 
I was surprised to find that I got accepted into my top pick, University of 
San Francisco, and even more surprised to find out I received a full scholarship. 
 When I got the news that I’d been chosen as the Lawrence Ferlinghetti Fellow 
and discovered that I would be able to attend my MFA program for free, I kept 
waiting to wake up from a wonderful dream. 
 I didn’t anticipate any of this, and the only planning I really did was to be 
open to the possibility of the future. As the poet Rainer Maria Rilke once said, 
“Live the questions now.” It seems our inclination as human beings is to reason 
everything to death, to ask for answers, often to the point of evacuating anything 
that resembles life or living out of our daily lives. 
 So I ask you this question. Why not be open to the possibilities of that strange 
ambiguity that confounds us, living each day with our arms stretched wide to the sun?
 Bring all that you can to your life, whatever difficulties you can bear, waiting for 
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Lea Imutan
“BuDgIE”
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“P  A s   A   t I  E m   P   O”
by Jun Sato
a work of fiction —
i want you to feel what i felt. i want you to know why story-truth is truer 
sometimes than happening-truth — tim o’brien, the things they carried
here is the happening truth —
sarah — and though this is the happening truth, that is  — was—not her name —  
turns twenty and starts hearing voices in her head, voices that keep telling her to do
and say sad, impulsive, destructive things to her friends and family.
it’s not clear whether the voices tell her to do this specifically or whether this was
her only means of escape, but about a year after she first starts hearing the
voices she hangs herself in a closet at her parent’s house on a wednesday night.
here is the textbook truth —
schizophrenia is a mental disorder characterized by a breakdown of thought
processes, most commonly manifested as auditory hallucinations. the onset of
symptoms in males typically occurs during adolescence, and in females during
young adulthood. an estimated 2.2 million individuals suffer from the disease in
the united states.
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although a causal connection between cannabis use and schizophrenia remains
unproven, statistically, cannabis users are twice as likely as non users to develop
schizophrenia, and those suffering from schizophrenia are twice as likely to have
partaken as those unaffected.
the textbook truth is that every time i got high with sarah — and i got high with
sarah many, many times — i was nudging her brain closer and closer to the
psychosis that would kill her.
the textbook truth is that i killed sarah.
this is what i remember—
one day, maybe junior year of high school or the summer after, sarah and i were
in my mom’s car, we had just picked up and were driving somewhere to get high
and sarah was breaking up the bud by hand and packing a bowl, and i had
brought a grinder and it was sitting in the cup holder and i asked her why she
didn’t use it and she laughed and said breaking it up was like foreplay, why
would you ever skip foreplay? and ever since every time i broke up bud and got
sticky fingers i would think of sarah and her foreplay and sometimes i would tell
whoever i was smoking with that i have this one friend back home, and one time
she said that breaking up bud is like foreplay, haha, ain’t that the truth. the first
time i smoked after she died i was smoking with some girl and i said the line like
a reflex and as soon as i said it i realized that i would have to edit it — i used to
have this friend, she’s dead now, but one time she said—
and on a saturday — and now i can’t remember if it was before or after the foreplay
day— my mom gave me twenty bucks and asked me to get the car washed so i
called sarah and asked her if she wanted to get high in the car wash, smoke a
bowl and watch the spinning brushes and the soap suds, and she said sure.
actually, it must have been before, because i wanted to make a move on her and
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figured that the car wash would be a great spot, and that was the first time we
kissed, in a car wash, sometime during the rinse cycle.
and later, but not that much later, after school one day, by the gym where
everyone congregated before walking or driving home, i saw her kiss a kid i
bought weed off of.
and much later, across the country, sitting in a car parked on a cliff overlooking
the pacific ocean, smoking black tar off aluminum foil through a used tampon
tube, and that indescribable sensation of floating,
and a cafeteria table, earlier, maybe sophomore year, before i could drive,  
my friend sits down with an artsy looking girl while i’m eating my pizza  
or chicken nuggets or lasagna or whatever plastic food they were serving  
that day, and my friend says this is jazz, she’s new, she just moved here,  
and i say hey, what’s your real name? she says sarah, she says nice to meet you,
and at my house, laying in bed with her, smoking a bowl, keeping an ear out for
the sound of my mother’s car pulling into the driveway,
and my neighbor assuming that she was my girlfriend because she was over at
my house everyday, and me wishing she was but knowing she would never be,
and the first time i ever hit a cigarette, years before i met sarah, back in middle
school, and how dizzy and nauseous and cool it made me feel,
and working at rite aid and hating the fluorescent lights and the rows of
merchandise and stealing packs of cigarettes from behind the counter and
smoking them on break,
and how sarah smoked newports and how i would steal them for her, too,
sometimes, and laugh at the juxtaposition of a lily white high school girl and the
stereotypically black cigarettes,
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and how whenever i bum a cigarette off someone and it’s menthol i think of sarah
and her newports,
but the truth is i don’t really smoke cigarettes anymore.
some of those stories were happening truth and some of them were story truth
and some of them were honest lies. everything fits together because the only
way we can experience the past is through narrative  —but narrative is auto-
mutating, like cell division and genetic drift, a darwinian race to the most
adaptable truth, or the most comfortable, or the most compelling. in other words,
the law of entropy holds not just in the physical realm, in cells and star systems,
but in the abstract — in truth, in dreams, in memory. in other words, the truth of  
our memories degrades over time, and this breakdown of truth is no more
preventable than the aging of our bodies or the collapse of empires or the
inevitable heat death of the universe.
but all of this is changing. the little lies we used to tell to keep our lives coherent
no longer fly; everything we do is recorded and cataloged online, in status
updates and photo uploads, so that the person you used to be five years ago still
exists in some tangible way, so that our past can be viewed unfiltered and
immediate, so that we can pinpoint exactly where the story truth of our narrative
branches out from the happening truth.
the happening truth is that sarah and i didn’t know each other for most of our
lives, and then there were a few months where we got high together everyday
and sometimes made out and occasionally went further, and then she got a
boyfriend and then i got a girlfriend and we didn’t hang out but just said hi to
each other in the hallways at school, and then we graduated and we went away
to college and we made a couple halfhearted promises over facebook to see
each other the next time we were both in town but we never did, and then she
started hearing voices.
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and the story truth is that this is how most of our relationships with other people
go: we start apart, and we collide briefly, and then we drift apart again. the truth
is that people are like billiard balls on a cosmic pool table, hit around by the
alternating cues of fate and chance, careening off the walls of the universe,
coming together, pushing off each other, until eventually we’re all buried in holes.
here is the digital truth—
like so many other things nowadays i first found out that sarah died on facebook.
things like — oh she had a baby? oh they got married? oh he got into law school?
oh she had bacon and eggs for breakfast? — things like that, things in which i have
no interest about people i don’t talk to or care about. to facebook sarah dying
means as much — or as little—as pictures of someone i met once at a party.
the last status sarah posted the night she hung herself was cryptic.
spacebooooooook, she said, with eight o’s  — a smart pun? a commentary on  
the digitization of truth? i didn’t know, but i liked it.
and then the next day someone commented on that status that sarah’s mom was
looking for her and sarah should call her back.
and then a flood of pictures of sarah, with captions like she was one of the best,
look how beautiful she is. and then a picture of a sunset with the caption looking
down on us from heaven.
and then one of her ex boyfriends posting that he finally knows what it means to
miss someone.
and at first i think it’s a sick joke, a spacebook experiment, but i realize that it’s
true, she’s dead, and i don’t know how yet, i assume it’s a car accident or a drug
overdose, and i want to know the truth.
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someone once told me that when we die we live on in the memories of our loved
ones. but the truth is, when we die, all we leave behind are our facebook pages.
because the truth is, our loved ones will die too — and in any case the memories
they have of us are as unreliable as this narrative. the only truth that we leave
behind, then, is a series of zeroes and ones on a monolithic server in menlo park.
when i realize that the facebook posts are not an ongoing joke but a tragedy,  
i call allie to see what the fuck happened. and allie, of course, has her own
narrative, with her own convenient lies, her own shortcuts, her own truth,  
that she has repeated, on the phone, to everyone that saw sarah’s facebook page
and wanted to know what happened.
allie was sarah’s best friend, but that was a relatively recent development. when
sarah hung herself allie and sarah were in that stage of human relationship
where they hung out everyday, like that brief period in high school when sarah
and i were there. allie and i used to be in that stage, before sarah even moved  
to our town, but that is a different story.
allie says that she has repeated the story so many times that she doesn’t even
feel anything in retelling it. then she cries. but, she says, she knows that sarah
and i were better friends than most of the people that have called her, asking  
for details, so she doesn’t mind telling me.
about a year ago, sarah started hearing voices. she did what they bid, which
meant that she abruptly left home and went to live with an ex boyfriend in ohio,
then came back to our hometown and started dating a heroin dealer, then called
another ex boyfriend and told him they were soul mates, told him to come stay
with her, all the while still dating the dealer— and on and on, soap opera plots,  
just generally twisting her life into a convoluted mess. but, allie said, she was  
still the sweetest girl, and we would go hiking or to yoga classes or out to bars  
or whatever and you wouldn’t even know except sometimes she would scream  
in frustration at the voices, telling her to slap someone or throw a glass or  
cut herself, she would scream she didn’t want to, and it really scared me.
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and as i listen to allie i selfishly wonder why the voices never told sarah to come
to california and declare her undying love for me.
and oh, we talked about you sometimes, allie says, we had nothing but good
things to say about you, allie says, and i can hear her smiling, but i can’t tell  
if she’s making that up for my benefit or not.
and then sarah’s parents put her on medication and that helped with the voices
but turned her into a lifeless zombie, sleeping fifteen hours a day, and they were
expensive too, so about a month before she hung herself they took her off the
medication, and that was the last straw, allie thinks, to get on those tranqs and
benzos and anti schizoids and then off so suddenly, that was what pushed her
over the edge.
i thank allie for letting me know what happened, and she says she misses me
and i say i miss her and we both say that we should meet next time we’re both in
our hometown, and we both say to keep in touch, to never hesitate to call, we
both say we’re sad it took something like sarah hanging herself for us to realize
that we’d drifted apart,
but even as we said these things i think we both knew that they were hollow
words, that the most keeping in touch would ever mean was liking a status on
facebook, a happy birthday text, a christmas break encounter at a local dive bar.
after sarah died her parents were too heartbroken — presumably, although
perhaps it was anger, or guilt — to deal with anything. she had no obituary, no
funeral; she has no gravestone. some of her friends organized a memorial for
her in a park. i was invited on facebook. though i live across the country now,  
i still declared to facebook that i would attend, to show that i would be there in
spirit but also to demonstrate, to myself, that digital truth, while approaching
happening truth the way a derivative approaches a limit, still has its
inconsistencies.
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a few months after she died i went back home for a week to placate my mother.  
i drove aimlessly through my hometown the way we used to in high school,  
hoping that everything i saw would remind me of sarah. but i hadn’t considered  
how fast people fade, how heavy could be the weight of months accumulated.  
nothing reminded me of sarah. nothing reminded me of anything.
my flight back was early in the morning the sunday before school started.  
the night before i went with some old friends to see their new friend’s band play  
a show at a dive bar and we all got drunk, and then afterwards we got high at their
apartment. when i finally got home it was so late and i was so crossfaded that  
i decided it would be a good idea to just stay up wait to sleep on the plane. i lay  
in bed half awake dreaming of whitewash and nooses and classrooms and needles
and spoons and by and by i noticed the dawn approaching and i closed my eyes
and my mom was shaking me telling me i was going to miss my flight.
everyday has a beginning and ending, like every life has a start and finish...
with your thought in mind i walk the streets down to the shores and i sink
into the pacific — laura jane grace, beginning in an ending
go stand at the edge of the sea. the water is warm, the waves softly lap at your
bare feet. stare at the sun and the clouds and the seagulls, out into the horizon.
listen to the rhythm of the tide and leaves rustling behind, imagine distant shores,
think that maybe you could stay there forever.
but stand there long enough, and you begin to sink into the sand, first your toes,
and then up to your ankle, even your calves. and then the sun goes down,  
the tide comes in, a storm brews in the distance.
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if you stand still and take root in the sand, eventually the waves will come
swallow you, sweep you out to drown.
so i understand. sometimes you have to step out of the sand. sometimes you
have to leave the beach.
the only people for me are the mad ones, the ones who are mad to live,
mad to talk, mad to be saved, desirous of everything at the same time,  
the ones who never yawn or say a commonplace thing, but burn, burn, burn,
like fabulous yellow roman candles exploding everywhere like spiders
across the sky and in the middle you see the blue centerlight pop and
everybody goes awww! —jack kerouac, on the road
sarah is not the only friend of mine to suffer from schizophrenic episodes,  
from nervous breakdowns. she is, so far, the only one that’s died.
last week a friend of mine from stockton went away to a treatment center.  
he said he was hearing voices, that he was having trouble distinguishing the past
from the present from the future. he said the medication was fucking with him,
that he felt dead most of the time and insane the rest.
the truth is i’ve always been drawn to crazy people. i’m not sure if it’s because
crazy people are just more interesting than the sane, or if i’m subconsciously
deciding to hang out with people that i can feel sane in comparison to, but the
truth is also that it doesn’t matter. we don’t pick the people we’re drawn to.  
we’re just drawn to them.
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there’s this exit at the end— or the beginning, depending on which way you’re
going — of highway seventeen, just before the fishhook interchange with highway
one, called pasatiempo drive. if your windows are open, as they should be,
having just driven through the beautiful stretch of winding green mountain road
that is highway seventeen, then this is where you will first catch a whiff of
saltwater. and if you’re heading back up seventeen, away from the beach, with
sand in your hair and on your feet, then pasatiempo, exit one, with the ocean  
at your back and the mountains ahead, is where you are confronted with the
enormity of america, the expanse of hills and mountains and valleys and plains
and cornfields and rivers and deltas, all the cities and suburbs, all the high
schools and convenience stores and parking lots and vast stretches of two lane
highways with only gas stations and fast food restaurants, that separate santa cruz  
from atlantic city, the santa monica pier from coney island.
the happening truth about pasatiempo is that it’s a ritzy golf course for white
people rich enough to afford ritzy golf courses but not rich enough to afford
pebble beach.
the story truth about pasatiempo is that it is a liminal space, between stockton
and santa cruz, between ocean and land, between beach and mountain,
between school days and vacation time, between stress and freedom, between
sleep and dreams. the story truth is that all we do on this planet is pass time  
until we’re gone. the story truth is that people fade fast as months and years
accumulate. the story truth is that pasatiempo isn’t a place, or a highway exit,  
or a golf course— it’s an idea, it’s a cryptic facebook status, it’s a five piece band
playing fuzzy chords at a dive bar, it’s foreplay, it’s a bummed cigarette,  
it’s a hacky sack circle, a phone call, a mountain trail, a set of waves, it’s the  
process of rolling a joint but not necessarily the process of smoking it,  
it’s what happens while you’re making plans, it’s a cliche, it’s a platitude,  
it’s a pretty girl hanging dead in a closet and it’s the kid across the country  
who used to know her, sitting at a table, half drunk, half depressed, half alive,  
trying to make meaning out of her death.
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Paige Logsdon
“frOm thE wELL”
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“DrEAmIng” 
by Kelsey Belomy
The swirling cone of white lines 
and dark blue shadows
Coming fast to swallow me
Dig my heels into the sand
You will not pull me into you
Swimming in the ocean with 





A whale as big as the sky
Black and hollow and sad





It will not follow us here
It cannot reach us here
The greens and the blues
More vibrant in Maui water
More beautiful away from home
Where there is little danger of sharks
And whales destined to sing forever
Whales destined to sing alone
Separated from the pod
Never belonging anywhere
Never knowing friendship, family
Love




Get back to warm waters
The days of years gone by
Swimming by
Fleeting
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Our familial unity
Broken apart like an ocean wave
Crash into the beach
Face first
Feel the gritty reality
The bits you can’t wash out
Months later you still 




I hear it in Kansas
I hear it in the Sahara
I hear it in places that have 
never known the grace
Of a single drop of water
Never imagined the sea, limitless
Stretching from horizon to horizon











It asks me questions
Sink into me, it says
It wants to know why I run
Why I swim away so fast
Why I pray for that drop of water
In my grace-forsaken existence
I pray for that grace
I pray for that grace
That forgiveness
That answer to my song
Left ignored for years
Abandoned
An outcast.
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Morgan Andre
“rECLInIng tOrsO”




forgotten how to write,
to make a metaphor
of your body
And noun and verb
tattooed on my knuckles,
can no longer recreate
the simile that is your silence
and I am forced to write you
and crumple you up
and re-write you every night,
and every night the same verse
with a different sound
a sound that has forgotten
how to live you
without paper
without the doubt of my ink
leaping and bounding across
your lonely white desert;
Absence is the utmost poetry
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Christian Le
“ELEmEnts In COnfLICt”
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“fLEsh” 
by Adnan Hashtam
my naked brown face cements,
becoming one with dirt, a granite pavement now,
that is solidified with every step.
Shouting, they walk over, and engrave:
you’re stone, you’re steel.
i accept.
Locking the creeping thought
out of being. away!
binding utterance into a solid unit of conformity
i’m reminded, you’re stone. you’re steel.
Hesitant. i look into the stone;
i see a familiar clouded reflection,
i lower my gaze, slashing my sight of reality:
again, you’re stone. you’re steel.
The elicit expectancy of the truth
repressed inside of me,
shouting to be told or
lynched out of its misery.
Persistent, they continue: you’re stone. you’re steel.
I dig myself out.
I’m flesh.
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“wArrIOr wOmAn”
by Iris Liu Liu
She glides past them all,
Lets light ripple down her back, hair




She sips, sits, at ease— yet
on guard.
Barefaced, she watches the world








She’s had a bad day —
but you wouldn’t know it.
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“Of grOwth AnD DECAy”
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by Juliene Sesar
Here she comes. Keep breathing, suck in every uncontaminated particle of clean  
air from the open windows as possible. She is just as much a lost cause as you are.  
There is nothing that any of you could do to change what happened when the  
plane hit. All you can do is choose whether you’ll die your way, or the way that  
is pre-determined.
“Chef Tom?”
“Yes, love?” he smiled at the always professional manner his wife addressed him 
with at work. In the middle of a crisis, she still tried to keep a cool-head.
“We checked the staircase...the way down is blocked, and the fire is rising,”  
a single tear started to fall from her right eye. Elizabeth masked her 
emotions far better than the hundred or so other people trapped in Wild 
Blue this morning, but she had started to break. “What should we do?”
“Tell Mrs. Olender.”
“Yes, Chef.” She turned and walked away skirting 
around families, employees and other staff
congregating closer and closer to the windows as the oxygen levels slowly decreased. 
It’s been five minutes since the plane hit, and there is still hope in the air.
Chef Tom turned back to the Manhattan skyline, what could possibly happen to 
make a pilot loose so much control that he would run into a building in lower 
Manhattan? Mrs. Orlender said the police are at as much of a loss as we are  
and are trying to figure out a way to get us all out, but it isn’t looking too good.
“fLyIng”
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“Ladies and gentlemen…Ladies and gentlemen, may I have you attention please?”
The scared chatter that had been barely above a whisper before stopped immediately 
and the room filled with the sound of fire and faint screams from below and above 
as Mrs. Orlender began her speech ten minutes after the crash. Chef Tom could 
barely see her through the smoke, but he knew her face to be filled with professional 
remorse. Her training made her avoid public displays of fear to keep the peace, 
and she wouldn’t let the customers and employees see her panic until the end.
“Hello…I’m sorry to inform all of you that the access stairs are unsafe for us  
to evacuate. The elevators are also blocked. The crash we heard earlier,  
and the fire and smoke that is coming from the lower floors, is from a plane 
crash. They are unsure how the plane ended up crashing into lower Manhattan, 
but they are doing everything that they can to resolve it. I assure—”
“What about the elevators? We could use those. They aren’t blocked. I looked 
a minute ago,” yelled a young man in a maroon sports coat at the back.
“The police believe, based on the blueprints of the building, that the plane  
has crashed through the elevator shaft, as well as the staircases. I’m sorry,  
but there is no way for us to proceed with an evacuation.”
As the truth sunk in, a few people began to cry. Tom heard the man that had already 
spoken mutter to himself that it couldn’t be true, and one old woman with a giant  
gold peacock brooch attached to her purple jacket lapel asked, “Is there no hope,  
then? We can’t even get the children out?”
“No,” replied Mrs. Olender. “I will continue contacting Port Authority, and hopefully 
they will find a way to get us out of here. Stay calm, and ask our employees  
if you need anything.” She walked out of the dining room and disappeared into 
the kitchen. Undoubtedly wanting a private moment alone to call her family.
The few children in the room clung to their parents, who now held them tighter  
than before. Tom looked to Elizabeth, she was looking straight at him.  
Their children were safe at their grandma’s house, and nothing could be 
more relieving. She came away from the old couple that had immediately ran 
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up to her and asked if they could open more of the windows. Elizabeth, his Lizzy, 
always the professional when they worked the same shift, ran into Tom’s arms.
“We need to call them, Tom.” Of course she meant James and Cecelia. “I need  
to talk to them...I can’t accept this without hearing their voices one last time.”
“It will be okay, Lizzy.” Tom hugged her tighter and pulled her away from the other  
groups having the same conversations with their loved ones. He took her closer to 
the window, and let her cry on his shoulder. “Lizzy, shush, it will be okay. They will 
be okay. Mom will take care of them. She won’t let anything bad happen to them.”
“I know, but—” a sob broke deep in her throat and she couldn’t stop the tears  
that streamed down her cheeks onto his chef ’s coat. “James is only eleven,  
and Cecelia is seven. We’re going to miss so much.
“I don’t want to lose them. Is there anything we can do?” She looked up at him  
for the first time with hope. Her eyes had turned red from the sobbing but they  
had a strength in them when she spoke of possible hope.
“I don’t know, Lizzy,” Tom stalled, hoping that his answer wouldn’t encourage her,  
but also wishing it would work. “We could try to make it to the roof.” Lizzy’s 
eyes widened and the tears stopped. She was looking past Tom and out the 
window. “What is it, love?” He turned to look, saw nothing but smoke and 
Manhattan below and turned back to her still shocked expression.
“I thought I saw someone...Oh my God!” She pushed him away and he turned  
his face to the window. “What?” Tom asked again before he saw what she must  
have seen another person do moments before. A man falling from an upper level.  
Tom leaned out the window and saw his body tumbling like a broken doll falling  
towards the inevitable death that waited below.
“Tom,” Lizzy’s shocked tone brought him back to what they had been saying.  
“Tom, why are they jumping? They must know that they can’t survive a fall  
from this height.”
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“Maybe they fell,” Tom replied seeing another body falling further down the side  
of the restaurant windows.
“Tom...there’s too many of them,” her fear finally caught back up to her and she  
asked again with more strain: “What are we going to do?”
“Grandma said that you’re in the tower, dad. She says that you won’t come 
home tonight.” James’ voice betrays the lack of information Tom’s mom gave 
him. Good, he doesn’t need to know exactly what happened to them yet.
Tom and Lizzy went into the kitchen to have this conversation on 
speakerphone away from the other people that are trapped in the restaurant.
“Yes, James. We aren’t sure if we will come home, but we’re going to do our best.”
“Okay, dad. Will we stay with grandma ‘til you come home?”
Trying to answer, Tom’s voice caught, and Lizzy answered for him, “Yes, James.  
Be a good boy and listen to your grandmother. She is in charge while your father 
and I are…gone.”
“Mommy?” Cecelia’s voice breaks in. Tom’s mom must’ve put their phone on speaker 
too so they could all hear.
“I’m here CeCe,” Lizzy looked at Tom and took a deep breath.
“Mommy...come home soon. I drew you a picture of us.”
“Thanks, sweetie. What did you draw it with?”
“Crayons. I got some on the table though. Grandma was mad. I’m sorry.”
“It’s okay, sweetie.” Lizzy looked as though she’d give anything to see her little girl’s  
brightly colored stick figure drawing of them. Probably on some hill holding  
hands under a circular yellow sun.
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Tom cleared his throat. “James.”
“Yeah?”
“Take care of your sister for us until we get home.”
“Okay, dad.”
Tom looked at Lizzy, and let her say what he didn’t want to say for the last time:  
“We love you both very much, but mommy and daddy have to go. Give the phone  
to grandma so your dad can talk to her.”
“Okay, mommy,” Cecelia said. “I love you.”
“I love you,” James chorused. They heard the phone being passed to Tom’s mom.
“Hey, son. What’s going on?” She had turned off the speakerphone.
“There is no way for us to get out so we are gonna try and go up the stairs to the  
roof access. Hopefully that works.”
Screams filled the building and Lizzy ran from the room.
“What’s going on, Tom? What’s happening? Are you okay?”
“Yes, I’m fine. Lizzy’s fine too. People might have noticed the people jumping.”
“What? Oh my God,” his mom took a sharp intake of breath. “Another plane hit  
the South Tower.”
“Are you sure?” Tom asked.
“Yes, oh my God. It’s on the news right now. It hit just now. Oh, Tom. This isn’t  
an accident, is it?”
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“No, mom...I don’t think so. I’m going to try and get to the roof. Please take care  
of the kids…if we don’t come home. I love you.”
“I love you too.”
Tom hung up before she could say goodbye. He didn’t want to hear it, in case 
it was true. He went into the dining room and noticed the distinct change in 
atmosphere. Everyone seemed to realize that this was it and the crying got louder.
Lizzy ran at him from across the room where she had been staring at the plane  
protruding from the South Tower. “Tom, we have to go, we have to try. The smoke  
is getting worse in here, Mrs. Olender wants everyone moved to the 106th floor.  
She thinks it will a little better higher away from the plane, but I think we should  
try to get higher than that.”
“Okay, let’s go see.”
The South Tower fell right before ten o’clock and he heard Lizzy whisper,  
“What’s going to happen to us?” He held her closer. No words could protect  
her from what was to come. Tom knew that they had to make a decision soon.
They had no choice but to stay on the 106th floor. The 107th was too smokey, the 
roof access was blocked, and Mrs. Olender thought that the helicopters wouldn’t 
be able to get past all the smoke to pick up anyone. Tom had lost count of the 
amount of people he had watched decide to make the jump, and all he wanted was 
to make sure Lizzy stayed safe in his arms. What was that line from the Titanic?
‘You jump, I jump’. He wouldn’t let her go without him. They’d do this together.
“Lizzy…”
She looks up at him from where she has curled into him after they had 
sat on the floor when they gave up their attempt to climb the staircase 
to the roof. She looked so peaceful, secure in his arms. “Yes?”
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“What do you want to do?” he brushed his hand along her face before taking 
a deep breath. “I don’t think we will make it out of here without a miracle.”
“I don’t want to die the way they planned for me to die,” an hour ago she had 
decided that America was under attack, and we were victims of the enemies 
first attack. “But I don’t want to die alone.”
“Neither do I,” he leaned down and kissed her. “Should we jump?”
Holding Lizzy’s hand on one side and the side of the window with the other, 
Tom looked at his wife at ten twenty a.m. on September 11th, 2001.
“I love you.”
“I love you, too.”
“When we jump grab me around the waist and I’ll hold on to you...pretend that 
we’re flying.” Lizzy shook her head...she couldn’t fully accept the idea. “Okay.”
It’s ten twenty-five.
“Ready, my love?” Lizzy lets go of the window and grabs hold of Tom’s waist. 
He takes his hand that she just released and wraps it tightly around her for 
the last time.
“Let go, Tom. We’re ready.” Tom lets go and jumps with Lizzy in his arms into the 
awaiting Manhattan skyline. The world looks beautiful as they hold each other 
for this last time and the North Tower begins to crumble behind them. For one 
second, they are flying, not falling in a tangled mess that will eventually tear them 
apart to die alone, just flying.
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“tChAIkOvsky In IrAq” 
by Etienne Horvilleur
Overture 1812 in my headset
Performed by The Fourth of July  
Orchestra in Fallujah Auditorium, 2004
M16s in E major.
M60s in F major.
Ak47s in B major.
I
An interlude allows me
to breathe
To settle the mounting
adrenaline still charging 
through my arteries
like a cavalry of severed heads
it runs directionless
steadied by hours of repetition





to what needs to be done
has been done
many times before
It’s all sewn into my cortex
grey strands bunched together
like us
in a circle
spitting out pieces of the sun.
II
We must be more than machines
more than simple gears 
of voluble metal
We must be electrical pulses
conducting chaos into
splendid holes that are nothing




like a caravan of camels
I look out the window
in awe of our audience
Before I walk out
into the oven
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I rub a sandy fistful
into my face
hoping to confuse the desert
IV
Four by four
we disperse through the streets
like dogs startled by water




if they’ve seen Sheikh Abdullah or
better yet
if they’ve seen death
We try to stay ahead of
it





But to some of us
the mere pops and hisses
become Medusa’s gaze












and dies in a coffin the length
of a minute








of night’s lost riot
settles down
As we hook fresh detainees
over our shoulders
like stringed fish
 Tchaikovsky in Iraq — Etienne Horvilleur
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And we carry them
to the market where
cleavers of questions
will filet the truth
to the market
where their price
will be haggled over in the dark





of the innocence of bystanders
Our audience stands
in angry ovation
throwing thorny insults at our feet
What used to be a baby exposes
its innards to a tenuous sun
An opera of orders swirls




is lost in the— thump  —
of machine fire
We bring our audience
to their knees
And soon
before we raid the house
We realize
that this is not about flags





And it will repeat again
and again
Maneuvering through sordid notes
in an overture
long ago composed
through the speed of automatic fire
And I will recall them as minutes
that Tchaikovsky has made
an eternity in Iraq
And the Iraq of my youth
will recall me
and them
for minutes on end
to come.
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Karen Krister Obligacion
“EmuLsIOn: grAy”




Ever since I’ve started this on and off relationship with you I’ve wanted to write  
a story. I’ve wanted to write a story that explains why I feel with my eyes now.  
And why I dwell on what my bare legs look like. And why I actually notice what  
underwear I put on everyday.
I’ve wanted to capture that. And explain it. I’m growing up. And yet, I’m growing  
down into this person I don’t really like all the time. I guess I don’t like how I am  
seeing myself through your eyes more than I am seeing me through my own.  
It’s like my eyes have left my own body and are now projected right towards me.  
At me. I am objectifying my own damn self. I read about this in feminist theory once.
I don’t like it. I want to see myself. Maybe that’s why my best moments are when  
we have long moments of apartness and I gain back my true eyesight.
I should say goodbye. But we all know it’s not that easy.
Not when you tell me that I will be nothing without you. I think that’s emotionally  
manipulative. And I’ve never believed you. I’ve believed different lies. Like things  
won’t be as good without you. Or that I will be a different person and I will like  
her less if I don’t have you.
But I know that I could never be nothing.
Sometimes I feel like I’m nothing when I think about you and I think about how  
I accept shit from you. You know? I accept a lot of shit.
You are not good to me.
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I know I should say goodbye. But we all know it’s not that easy. Especially when  
you’re the mirror I’ve been trained to look into in order to see my own reflection.  
I don’t trust any other mirror. Not my heart. Not my own eyes.
I am sick. The kind of sick that nobody sees but is killing me anyway.
I don’t really love you. I just say I do so I can justify keeping you around  
so I’m not so lonely. 
Love,
Me
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“PrEssurE”
by Amanda Wynn
Today, I am not proud
I am ashamed of us
Because you
And I
And every individual action we take
Every angry word, and 
spiteful sentence
Is us, together.
You shook the fence
Hoped I’d fall on your side
But it backfired
Here I sit with my feet in the dirt
Wondering why you shook me
Numb
From the fall
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“thE PrOPhECy”
by Allison Eckerson
As Amelia Graves walked down the hall to class, she could feel her destiny  
pressing down on her like a spatula squishing a grilled cheese sandwich in a skillet.  
Today she would die.
 It had been written in the stars long ago. A fixed point in time. So they  
said, but Amelia never believed what she was told. To her the sky was not blue,  
the earth did not orbit the sun, and she sure as hell was not going to die the day  
before graduation.
 She took her usual seat in class and her peers’ words turned to hushed  
whispers and nervous glances.
 “Amelia,” her best friend Margo said softly to her, “Why are you here?”
 “Because it’s the final exam, duh. I haven’t come this close to fail  
 on the last day.”
 No one else dared to say anything. How could they? If Amelia wanted to 
spend her last few hours answering obscure questions about British literature, 
then no one was going to stop her. Least of all her oddball professor.
 
 “Glad you’re here Graves. Won’t let fate keep you from passing  
my class, will you?”
 By the end of the test, Amelia was wondering if death might have 
been preferable. She left the building slowly, running her fingers across the white  
walls all the way down the hall. Whether she died today or graduated tomorrow,  
she would never walk these halls again.
 She stepped out into the warm May sun and tried not to look back.  
She would see it all again, that’s what she told herself as she crossed the street  
without looking.
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 The best way to avoid her imminent doom, she thought, was to ignore  
the prophecy. That was the mistake made in all the books. Would Oedipus have  
ever fulfilled his destiny if his parents hadn’t abandoned him in fear? Would Harry  
ever have been able to kill Voldemort if Voldemort hadn’t first tried to kill Harry?  
Amelia had decided long ago that she would not try to outrun her fate, she sucked  
at running anyway. She would keep living as if destiny was only a concept in stories. 
No more than a myth.
 The cafeteria was nearly empty when she sat down at one of the tables  
and opened a book.
 “Hey, you’re the girl who’s supposed to die today, right?”
 Amelia looked up, annoyed, to see an unfamiliar guy sit down  
across from her.
 “Well, I’m not going to.”
 “OK.” He shrugged and held his hand out for her to shake. “I’m Sam by  
the way.” She put her book down and just glared at him. There was something  
in the glint of his eyes that confused her.
 “You already know who I am.” She picked her book up and pretended  
to read while she waited for him to leave. But he didn’t. He pulled a notebook  
and a pen from his bag and began to draw something.
 “What are you doing?” She asked rudely.
 “Just doodling. What are you doing.”
 “I’m trying to read, obviously.”
 “Is that how you’re going to avoid your destiny?”
 “I don’t believe in destiny. Do you?” Her tone was almost threatening.
 He set his pen down and leaned back into the chair, looking up at the ceiling. 
After a few moments of waiting, Amelia shook her head and went back to reading. 
“Maybe there is such a thing as destiny,” he paused, “but maybe sometimes the 
prophets get it wrong.”
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 “They never have before.”
 “I thought you didn’t believe in it?”
 “I don’t. I’m just saying they’ve never got it wrong once in the past eighty-three 
years. But I don’t believe it’s fate. Maybe it’s coincidence or they’re cheating, 
or something like that.”
 “Or maybe they really can see the future. Maybe it is all predetermined.”
 “So you think I’m going to die?”
 “No. I think they’ve got it wrong this time.”
 Amelia was still thinking this over when he spoke again.
 “Do you wanna get some coffee sometime? Like, now?”
 Two hours later, the moon was bright and it was still warm from the day as  
Amelia and Sam left the cafeteria and walked together toward the nearly empty  
parking lot. All sense of doom on Amelia’s face had gone and been replaced  
by a slight blush and a wide smile.
 As they crossed the street, Sam said something which made Amelia laugh so  
hard that she had to stop to catch her breath. Sam laughed at the sight of her  
and as she wiped a tear away from her eye she felt his fingers lace through hers.  
Then, in an instant, there was a sudden flash of light and the squealing of brakes  
on the pavement before everything went dark.
 When Amelia awoke several minutes later, she heard first the wail of an 
ambulance siren and then the frantic voices. This is how I die, she thought 
as warm blood pooled around her. But the blood was not hers.
 The Prophecy — Allison Eckerson 
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“untItLED” 
by Kelsey Belomy
Why can’t I stop thinking like this




But I can’t shake it
I fear it





I want you back here with me
I love you
But I miss you
Too
It’s a memory of your smile
Wiped away too soon
The ghost: your voice
Echoing in my head
It won’t shut up
It won’t leave




The words you said to me
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In the deep
And I









I am an empty vessel
Lost
Tell me how to heal
Pain
Tell me how to be happy
Smile
When you aren’t here
When nowhere
Ever
Will your voice be heard
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“thE strOng OnE”
by Kelsey Plageman
It started out fine,
Nothing I wasn’t 
uncomfortable with.
It was fine as long as the 
panties stayed on.
You knew this rule, and 
I thought you
would respect it,
But on this day you 
wanted to go farther.
You tried to pull them off.
I pulled them back up and
said to you a laughing “no”.
But then it wasn’t funny anymore
when you kept trying 
to take them off.
I wasn’t laughing any more 
but getting upset.
I said “no”. I said “stop”.
And when you defeated me,
Instead of pushing you off
I froze up instead.
And even if I had tried,
You were too strong for me.
Your grip left bruises
Your love bites drew blood.
I couldn’t move, I couldn’t 
do anything
but cry.
You ripped me apart.
You broke me to pieces.
Not only did you tear my body,
but you tore my soul apart as well.
I laid there crying, bleeding.
And I guess that’s when 
you finally noticed.
When you finally realized 
what you had done.
And then you were crying too.
Saying how you were 
sorry and that you
loved me,
and how you didn’t mean to hurt me.
But I won’t forgive you.
No matter how much 
you need me to.
You ruined me.
Because now that you’ve broken me,
I’ve been changed and I 
know from now on,
I will be the strong one.
Strong so that no one can 
hurt me like you did.
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 I woke up from a formless dream of emptiness, and felt the itch to 
go to the bathroom down the hall. This hall had no working light and no 
windows, being in the center of the house. I hated it. I didn’t trust it to 
be empty at night, and I would walk slowly with my hand sliding against 
the wall to find the bathroom door. Despite wanting to seem in control I 
felt the need to run through that narrow space. My fingers fell into empty 
air, and I groped around the doorjamb to flick the light switch.  
 We lived in an old house. It creaked in all the well-worn places, the lights 
were unreliable — sometimes I’d wake up in the night and hear a low rumble 
from down the hall. We attributed that to the old gas heater in the center of 
the house, but it never happened during the day. The two mirrors in the house 
belonged to previous families. One in my room and the other in the bathroom. 
They were metal edged and clouded around the edges. The bottom corner of the 
bathroom mirror looked cracked, but I could never feel the edges when I ran my 
fingers over the lines. More than once, I felt an oppressive force in the night just 
beyond the end of my bed. Through closed eyes I would see: a shadowy figure 
both concentrated and filling the room. Those nights I would pull my covers 
over my head and pray fervently until I slept again. My mother assured me that 
things from the unseen could not harm me. She never denied their existence.
 Books kept me busy, since I was not allowed to go to a public school. 
Usually I would read before bed, so I had a good story for my dreams. Otherwise 
I had strange, shadowy visions that unsettled something deep in myself, and I 
would wake up sleepwalking. One night I came across a short story titled sans, 
meaning “wanting” but a homonym of sang, meaning “blood.” The protagonist 
was disturbed, describing mirrors as doorways for creatures that are usually 
confined. Shadow demons drove him to insanity. His account infected me 
“mIrrOr” 
by Lauren McDermott
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with anxiety. I had unconsciously avoided the mirrors in the house previously. 
Now I did it on principle. I was absolutely terrified of blackness. I couldn’t get 
anywhere close to the dark space beneath my bed without feeling weak. The carpet 
in the closet covered the only entrance to the ashy space beneath the house.
 Time passed and I forgot the details. I still dreamed of illimitable creatures 
bending over me at night. Except sometimes, I would walk past the mirror and catch 
an oddity in the corner of my eye. Some movement or figure that offended my sense 
of what should be. Something unexpected. Little smudges like reversed letters near 
the edge. I found myself sitting listless grasping after something unaccountable, to 
suddenly wake up and wonder how long I had been waiting in the in-between.  
 As I’ve said, the lights in this house were unreliable, and as I flicked the 
bathroom switch nothing happened. For a few moments I stood immobile, before 
choosing to step into the bathroom. The large mirror always had the vaguest light, 
like the lowest moonlight in its first seconds, and I found myself facing it from 
the doorway. Dim and clouded, the false cracks in the bottom corner drew my 
eyes. A chalky, dark film was smudged over the bottom and I stepped forward 
with trepidation to run my fingers over it. The black fingers of my reflection 
followed, rubbing against the dark color tenderly. It began to powder away, 
and I pulled back my hand to examine the leavings, but found nothing on my fingers. 
I looked back into the reflection, and felt a cold iron grip close around my heart.
 The shadowy girl was still rubbing her fingers over the corner, but stilled as she 
felt my attention. Unable to do anything but stare, I froze in front of the glass. 
Slowly she curled her fingers around the invisible edge of the mirror, a hollow creak 
sounding out as pressure was applied. Then in the darkness I saw the subtle shifting 
of her lips— change in the tone of the darkness. A feral, lips-tight wide-mouthed 
smirk. It chilled me with its familiarity, cutting into my stomach. Dark fingers 
dragged over the glass, spreading some viscid substance from the corner into 
a jumbled sentence. I felt some word jam in my throat. I wanted to deny it, to 
command a stop. Tingling with phantom cold I finally staggered back, hands too 
weak to rise. She was unaffected. A balled, bloody fist rose behind the glass, level 
with my eyes, and I watched in horror as it flashed towards the barrier. As it exploded 
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outwards, the piercing crash hit my ears and I was overwhelmed by shards of glass. 
My hands, my body came to life and I fell away yelling, trying to protect my eyes. 
Cracking pieces of reflection covered the floor where I dropped, slicing the bare
surfaces of my skin.
 She called my name, hissed it, behind me, sound caressing my ears in low static. 
Menace rolled over me in a surge. Instantly my skin crawled. Choking on my breath 
I scrambled up, careless of the sharp pain in my knees, feet, hands as glass slid under 
me. I heard the sound of her feet hitting the blanket of glass on the floor, could picture 
small punctures in her feet smearing blood over those shards to mix with mine. I ran.
 The black hallway was changed somehow, and time stretched as I tried to 
find the end of it. Tears pricked my eyes as I saw my doorway, panic rearing up as 
I realized I had no idea what to do. I would not go back down that hall. The other 
mirror in the house was just inside my bedroom door. Had she been watching me? 
What stopped her from going back through that portal and climbing out into my 
room, to wait for me there? My hand lurched out to catch the wall as I stumbled 
weakly, and my toes lit on something thick and wet. Slipping noisily through the 
liquid, I fumbled at the wall trying to catch myself. With a rush I was on my belly, 
splattered and looking straight down into a viscous red shine.  The biting metallic 
smell assailed my senses and I abruptly drew away from it, getting to my knees.
 Red, coagulated blood seeped between my fingers and a vague tremor passed 
through me. I could feel cool drops on my cheeks and brow, dripping slowly back to 
the floor. Dreamlike, I pushed my hand forward, feeling the liquid move and slide 
smoothly against my skin. Looking up, I faltered. The crimson substance coated my 
floor, overran my bed and walls in various shades of dark. A sound clapped through 
the space, making me flinch and gasp. Piece by piece, a dark silhouette stalked 
into view beyond my door. I could hear her toes slapping through the liquid. Her 
black fingers trailed over the edge of my bed, casually trailing smears in their wake. 
Oppressive, rapacious force took hold of me as she approached, posture aggressive. 
Cold fear controlled me. I was that animal that realizes there is no escape.
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 I drew further into myself as she advanced, until there was only a narrow few 
feet between us. She was an elusive outline of sharp eyes and ugly smile in the 
dark. Shadow licked from her feet and trailed from her arms, writhing in space. 
Bending forward slowly, she looked full into my bloodless face. “Aren’t you messy,” 
she hissed, words jumping between us like a blade. I waited. I shook under her 
pressure for an indeterminable length, under the weight of those strangling eyes, 
when suddenly everything shattered— she burst across the space, slicing into me—
 “Carey!” I heard my mother’s voice directly behind me, bright and warning. 
My eyes snapped wide, and I realized my hands were held in the air, tightly 
fisted and streaked red. Panting a few quick breaths, I looked around in the low 
light just before dawn. “Why did you break the mirror? They’re expensive.” She 
shouldered between the bathroom counter and me, picking her way through 
the shards on the floor in her slippered feet to start collecting the glass.
I stepped back wordlessly.
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We sway against each other
Like string puppets
Or carefully hanging porcelain dolls
Gently back and forth in the breeze
That has made its way in 
with the smell of lilacs
Through the cracks in 
the tiny window
Our cotton dresses frayed and torn
Hanging in strips of 
patterns of wildflowers
And stitches coming loose
We sway here together
In a light, uneven rhythm
Our blank faces and empty eyes
Cast in the blue morning light
Pale arms brush together
Like cattails on a quiet river bank
Surrounded by the hum of 
crickets and night owls
And our jagged toe nails
Scrape against the cold wooden floor
Leaving swirling patterns in the dust
“BLuE BEArD” 
by Rehana Lerandeau
“Once upon a time there lived a very powerful lord, the owner of estates, farms 
and a great splendid castle, and his name was Bluebeard. He was very handsome 
and charming, but, if the truth be told, there was something about him that made 
you feel a little uneasy…” — The Tale of Blue Beard
Through the thick, 
charcoal black door
That is splintered and cracked
And warped with time 
and stale, rancid air
We hear her light laughter
As her voice creeps around the frame
And a dull glow of light
Is cast onto this secret 
from underneath
We whisper and we sway
As she pauses at the door
Her ear pressed against 
its smooth other side
We whisper flee, fly, don’t 
believe his lies
Whisper as she peers 
through the keyhole
With a piercing green eye
Whisper as she tries to turn 
the knob that is locked
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As she continues down the hall
To her room filled with 
bright white light
Linen sheets and dressing gowns
Scented oils and incense
And open windows looking 
out over pale lavender skies
Above soft green rolling hills
We whisper no we cry out 
run in our lifeless eyes
We shake and we sway
And she never hears  —
Until one balmy summer night
He’ll say in his deep honey voice
Over a feast of fine wines 
and cooked meats
As his large crushing paw
Nimbly fingers a small brass key
Come now, I have something 
to show you, my sweet
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Justin Blizzard
“thE OLD mAn whO stOOD unDEr thE LIght”
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Katie Silva
“wAItIng”
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“EntrAPmEnt” 
by Alea Freeman
Worrisome thoughts paralyze my vocal chords
Bound by the harsh currents that brush against my weary tides
Slowly shrinking
Surely struggling
I resist the urge to subside
Yet,
I fear being drowned by defeat
Are they too simple or am I simply too complex?
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Bill’s still recovering from surgery —
We went for some R&R to Mercury
—Wish you were here!
Venus is wonderful, but 
we are yearning
to see your face! We will 
soon be returning!
— See you soon
It was wonderful to see 
you back on Earth.
Everything you said had Bill 
laughing with mirth!
—We’ll miss you!
Bill felt a bit queasy on the moon.
Luckily, we’ll move on soon
—We love you!
It’s been warm on Mars,
We’ve been lounging at the bars
—See you when we see you
Jupiter has been nothing 
but rest for Bill.
And he’s only had to take 
one sleeping pill!
—Looking forward to 
our near return
Well, Saturn has caused some worry.
Bill says his eyesight has been blurry.
—Hugs and Kisses
Uranus is a delight.
The stars are all bright tonight!
— All my love
I’m afraid he’s worsened in Neptune.
He may be gone by the afternoon.
—Keep your chin up
Pluto brings us terrible news.
Bill is gone. God, he’s so hard to lose
—I’m sorry. See you soon.
“POstCArD grEEtIngs” 
by Beatrice Woods
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Morgan Andre
“wAtErCOLOr stuDy”
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Paige Logsdon
“sECOnD PArtIAL IDEntIty DIssECtIOn”
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“BLAnk PAgE” 
by Sarah Layne
I struggle to write,
I struggle to rhyme.
Words never seem right,
there’s never the time.
The paper sits white,
vacant and pale.
I know I can’t write;
this tale will fail.
The page and the pen,
a heart and a mind,
a story begins;
let’s see what I’ll find.
Scribbles and scratches,
mumbles and fumbles,
thoughts with blank patches,










This won’t work out,
I’ll try something new.
If in doubt,
try a haiku.
The roses are red,
The violets are so blue,
I hate poetry.
No muse and no heart,
no making of genius.
Back to the start —
nothing rhymes with genius.
I’ve thrown it in,
towel and all.
Alone in chagrin,
I’ve hit a wall.
Not just a block,
no moment of lapse,
my thoughts under lock,





you win the game,
Damn all of you.
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The embryonic dawn is hushed
as I rise from resting
open-eyed
Somewhere in the distance




through a deep coffee night
My loyal laptop sighs in 
minute-long intervals,
reluctant to wake,




Why am I up?
I ask myself every evening,
yet continue
this nightingale quest
I hate the dark
(this lovely monotony),
yet savor the silence.
No birds call at this hour—
no sirens shriek.
Only still Black
noiselessly cups her 
hands ‘round Earth
‘til Tai Yang, both Sun and Son,
returns to burn those
fragile fingers




sit at the window tonight
thinking tender thoughts





by Iris Liu Liu
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Karen Krister Obligacion
“EmuLsIOn: yELLOw”
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“When You Come to Me”
When you send me letters, encouraging,
Asking me
Of dreams to be,
A future ahead.
Promising me, just as you would 
a kid, a grand adventure
Compiled of halls so long.
Nights of never ending pressure.
Books of hidden treasure.






Of a bent and tried soul
Pushing
A new land’s tragedy
Brown Birth
Of a misunderstood dream
“hOmAgE tO mAyA AngELOu” 
by Sydnie Reyes
“Diverse Deviations”
When love is a public bathing pool
With water that clings
That leads to lusting wants
Where the Sihuanaba sings
Of desires tucked down deep
Of going again and again
Of rounded hips, inviting
A million silly me
And karma comes to play
They would be taken, drastically
To grey,
Where that face can haunt
And the mind is away
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“Mourning Grace”
If today, I follow them
Visit the empty wasteland
Tie the bandanna around my head
Through my education to waste
Jumped










“We Saw Beyond our Seeming”
We saw beyond existing
These days of finger pointing
Of children speaking 
different tongues
Out where the fields need picking
Of men all working and drinking
Within this better life sinking
Our tries brown fingers clawing
We know yet we will not look
Empowered and forgotten
We took what we could get
And now our souls are lost
Dry flowers without a pot
“My Guilt”
My guilt is “bent backs” for days
The sweat dripping onto my neck.
This season’s strawberries. 
This season’s peaches
Is acid juice, spilling from my core.
My guilt made good grades 
to avoid the chore.
My crime is those who try to prove
Caesar Chaves, Dolores Huerta,
Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Pablo Neruda,
They tried education, they were so smart.
My crime is I don’t play the part.
My sin is in the schoolwork
No trace of sidetracking, it 
makes them proud
I take studying like a job.
I do it in spite of my cultural bag.
My sin is not waving our flag.
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“my grAnDmOthEr’s gLOvEs”
by Mary Jo O’Connor
Everything I love is ragged.
I work myself into creases
marking things as part of me.
These threadbare gloves,
Beautifully marred
by my grandmother’s hands.
I slip on her softness.
The sleeves, with quiet defiance, slide down
There is empty space
between my fingers
We are both mourning
My grandmother’s small, crafty hands
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Justin Blizzard
“POrtrAIt Of A yOung wOmAn”
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Joanne Kwan
“gOrDOn”
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“DADAIst AnthEm”
by Mauricio F. Vargas
Mirrors must be a considerable 
source of annoyance
Especially when you’re as 
annoying and ugly
As I am. 
Who blew the cahoots on the
Pie eating contest of the 
great Emperor of China?
I did.
Who befriended the Elephant Man
And made him think the 
compassionate window
he looked into
Was a talking mirror
With a strangely empathetic heart?
I did.
Non sequiturs don’t belong
Within the line of man’s 
constant evolution,
But what good would 
it be to the world
If there was no room for variety?
“Weird is a Beautiful thing,”
Says Nostradamus of the future,
And Acceptance is its foster mother.
Discipline is no more a collar to me
Than it is a leash for a weasel,
But I try to limit myself 
on mischief and sin
For I am a humble sinner
Not yet a complete degenerate 
of God’s design.
I ruined the concept of rhyme
And eventually will stop 
the persistence of time,
But that plot will be flawed
When man realizes the 
permanence of ink on paper.
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“wE ArE OnE” 
by Cooper Stivers
Everything is settled exactly 
where it needs to be
An indescribable emotion
An opiate den of knowledge
The world is exploding
Right now.
I can create amazing things
I can do anything




Though it’s existence is undeniable.





Exploration and the sky is limitless
It all exists together
and with them
we are one.
My lust for the world 
right now is full.
The society of inanimate objects 
will never be still again.
I feel like a better person.
Supernatural speed and 
supersonic emotions
Never-ending colors and sounds 
that jump from wall to wall
Shadows are breathing and travel 
is just a brief intermission
I want to see more like that
colliding into a catastrophe
The world is full of win
Everything explodes into 
amazing science!
A committee assembled
to the world of in between.
Colors between lines
and sounds behind colors
An army of unfinished sentences
Words are never the 
sequential beings
as we were told they are to be.
Letters are shapes
of sounds and molded
into colors
and definitions do not exist
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Eric Koester
“mILky wAy stArs”
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